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Student Presidents
Meet With Reagan
“Reagan still doesn’t feel students
are
capable
of
handling
responsibilities,”
stated
Harold
‘Hartman,
ASB
president,
after
returning from a special meeting
called by Governor Ronald Reagan
with the CSCSPA (California State
College
Student
President’s
Association) held in Sacramento last
week.
Hartman’s comment was spurred
when
asked
what
his
over-all
impression was of Reagan’s attitude
at
the
conference.
The
special
meeting

was

called

by

Reagan

to

informally meet and discuss problems
with
the
state
college
student
presidents. Reagan requested a closed
session
with
the
CSCSPA
representatives, and there was no set
agenda. A press conference followed.

Hartman said that the discussion
was in general about education and
its

problems.

He

stated

that

a few

Candidates for President

Don Crotty
Robert Alexander
David Bennett
Dan Liebowitz
Waine Benedict

times the governor lost control and
got mad, and “justifiably so” at
times.
Reagan
was
asked
why
the
Educational Opportunities Program
was cut entirely from the California
State

colleges

augmentation

Candidates
Gary
Carl
Rich

budget.

He stated that it was because it was
low on the Chancellor’s priority list,
and for that reason it was cut. He
went on to say that the problem of
underprivileged students really exists
at the

grade

school

level and

should

Candidates for Treasurer
Bill Thurman

Gary Phillips
Candidates for Rep-at-Large
Brent Howatt

Chuck Duffy
Dean Palius

Reagan
stated,
according
to
Hartman, that he was opposed to the

Peter Currer
Judy Brown

on Back)

Richard Khamsi
Tim McKay
Robert Adams
Larry Abbott

Ken

having credits.
Forbes

said

that

the

Students
their

concern with the PE issue.

MINI WINNERS

HSC by

- -— The first Mini Skirt Contest unfolded another record for

topping the Fresno State effort of last month.

bundle of letters to politicians
state
college
officials,
one
Seieatl $ journey to the state capitol,
and a 20-page report on HSC’s need
for a new oceanography ship has
resulted largely in disappointment for
the Ad Hoc Sink or Ship Committee.
Bill Stankus, a member of the SOS
committee, said that the replies from
legislators and state college officials

left him “disillusioned.”
The committee sent out letters
containing
the
20-page
report
outlining
the
need
for
a new
oceanography
ship
to
numerous
Assemblymen, Senators, and state

college officials. Stankus said that the
replies expressed a “so what”
attitude that “stated no position
whatsoever.”
Quoting from a letter he received
from
Congressman
Don
Clausen,

Stankus expressed disappointment in
its contents. According to Stankus,
the letter stated, “I cannot personally
get involved in that area.” Clausen’s
letter further stated that he “always
stands ready to be of assistance to
any recommendation that carries the

stamp
of
approval
from
administration of HSC.”
Stankus also received replics from
Assemblymen Jess Unruh and Frank
Belotti. (Belotti represents Humboldt
County in the Assembly.) Unruh's
letter stated that he was too busy
with a heavy speaking schedule and
legislative duties to actively support
the
ship
drive.
Belotti’s
letter
contained a copy of a complaint sent
by the Department of Fish and
Game,
complaining
of
the bad
condition of their ship.

Commenting on Belotti's reply,
Stankus said, “I'm disappointed.”
Stankus visited the state capitol
over the quarter break and came back
with
mixed
emotions
about

California state government. “It left
me feeling kind of funny,” he said.

Complaining
of an air of
“evasiveness” in Sacramento, Stankus
observed, “I don't know how the
people that work in the capitol can

face themselves in the mirror.” He
cited his visit
having to do

.education

to
in

over
some

20 offices
way with

or financing and getting

ASB

who
cards

have not picked
may

do

A married
member of

Sigma Pi tapes the skirt of Patsy Givens, an English major from Arcata.

“non-commital”
replics at nearly
every one.
In
spite
of
the
many
disappointments, Stankus did receive
some encouraging results from his
trip to the capitol. Russel Reece, who
is a member
of the California
Coordinating
Council
for Higher
Education, called the whole matter
of the oceanography dilemma at HSC
“a unique situation.” Stankus said
Reece was “amazed at the situation
at Humboldt” in regards to the
y problems, and that
Reece
was
“impressed
with Dr.
Gast.” and his presentation of the
problem.
Stankus also received what he

termed as an encouraging letter from
John Baird, an Associate Dean of
Academic
Planning
in
the
Chancellor's office.
He stated that in January the U.S.

Department of Health, Education
and Welfare gave a 219-foot ship to
the U.S. Office of Education to train
disadvantaged youths and high school
dropouts.
HEW
gave a grant of
(Continued on Back)

Recommended ASB Budget
Amount
Requested

Board of Finance
Recommendation

$177,347.98

$153,289.30

17,222.00

16,637.00

Basketball (JV and Varsity)
Baseball (JV and Varsity)
Track

9,058.00
4,047.00
2,824.00

8,860.50
4,047.00
2,824.00

Cross Country
Wrestling
Tennis

843.00
2,$99.00
$25.00

843.00
2,599.00
$25.00

Total Amount

Football (JV and Varsity)

Golf

779.90

Swimming

Water Polo
Fencing
Misc. A thietics Exp.
Wildlife
Natural Resources
Model United Nations

Publications
Art
Music
Theater Arts
Language Arts
General ASB Operations
ASB Office Exp.
Y.E.S. & Tutorial Prog.
College Program Board
Unallocated Reserve
Budget Overtide
8

up

so any day

during business hours at the business
office window in the Administration
Building. ASB cards will be checked
for next Tuesday's election. There
are 300 - 400 cards unclaimed.
Originally the cards were to be
mailed to students with their official
study
list,
but
since
computer
registration did not work, no cards
were mailed.
Some cards were handed out to
students at the time they received
their permit to register and class
cards. This caused time problems so
the cards were moved to a table away
from the permit-to-register line, but
there were still delays.

drastic.

Forbes
defended
the
health
program by saying that the school
secks to “remind” college students of
some
basic
values
as well
as
emphasizing safety, diseases, and a
frank discussion of drugs. “We're not
missionaries," Forbes said, “we offer
the student a chance to obtain the
knowledge and make a choice.”
Forbes said the objectives of having
PE
are still validjand
that new
facilities at the school would bencfit
the entire student body. He added
that he was happy to sec student

Byrne

Deny Voting For
300 Without Card

Curriculum

Committee had studied the proposal
to drop PE but had recommended
that it be kept in the curriculum for
credit. Forbes also commented that
since PE represents only 3 graded
units out of 186, its effect on a
person's GPA
would not be too

LEGISLATORS POSITIONS
DISCOURAGE
SOS

Bs

Pace

Pat Gregg

of Trustees with voting privileges.

(Continued

for Vice President
Montgomery
Shaff
Varenchik

Jon

be solved there.
Hartman
said
that
a lengthy
discussion
followed
regarding
a
Senate bill which proposes that a
state-wide Academic Senate member
and the president of CSCSPA be
represented on the California Board

P.E. Chairman Responds
To Requirement Issues
The
opportunity
for
physical
education should be available to the
students of HSC
said Dr. Joseph
Forbes,
chairman
of health and
physical education.
In commenting
on last week's
editorial in the Lumberjack, which
called for the elimination of PE as an
academic requirement, Forbes called
it a “good article.” He agreed that PE
should be put on a pass-fail basis
because it would make the teacher's
job casicr as well as being more fair
to the student.
Forbes stressed, however, that the
campus currently has 1000 juniors
and seniors taking PE as an elective,
and many more students that benefit
from the PE facilities for intramurals,
recreation,
and
extra-curricular
events. Forbes said that the dampus
needs new facilities “desperately”
and that the only way the state will
authorize such buildings is if the
buildings will be used for courses

Candidates

a

779.90

2,250.00

2,172.50

1,968.00
$00.00
10,325.85
844.08
$00.00

1,968.00
$00.00
9,907.82
$$9.32
$00.00

$26.50

$11.00

16,296.48
2610.00
4,437.50
8,815.00
3,732.00
14,272.11
22,783.00
25,357.10
18,226.18
--<-<-<-=-

16,196.00
1,$00.00
3,721.25
7,825.00
22,981.85
13,925.59
22,783.00
8,030.84
17,086.18
3,000.00
3,006.25
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Editorial

Lettersto the Editor.

Amendments
The Associated Students of HSC will consider three major
revisions to the ASB Constitution at the upcoming election. The
Lumberjack urges that the students of HSC give strong consideration
to these revisions.

First, and most important, is the revision of the office of ASB
Treasurer office to an appointed Director of Finance. The
appointment of a Director of Finance by the Student Body
President, with the approval of the Student Legislative Council, and
based on sound qualifications is a good plan.
The situation where the position of ASB Treasurer is determined
by

the

ability

of

the

respective

candidates

to finance a poster

campaign is a bad influence on the operations of this office. No
‘pretty face” ever balanced a ledger on its own.
Luckily, our recent Treasurers have been competent in the
execution of their duties. Luck will not be with us forever, and we

should not depend on it.
The proposed amendment calls for an upper division student
with previous experience in budgets and a background in accounting,
with preference to be given to former members of the Finance
Committee.

The amendment concerning the Freshman Class Representative
is designed to clarify a eloudy situation concerning the status of the
Freshman Class, which is non-existent. The Freshman Class, as an
organization on campus, was declared inactive at the beginning of
this school year.
The Student Legislative Council decided that a representative of
the Freshmen on the Council is valuable to the Council and to the
freshmen. To keep the representative on the council it was decided
to change the words Freshman Class Representative to Freshman
Representative in the constitution.
This measure is necessary to clear up the situation.

The last measure provides for extending the period of voting in
ASB elections, and allows the Elections Commissioner to choose the
places of polling. Periods of election could be extended to two days
in the spring election because of the importance of spring elections.
The extra freedom given to the Elections Commissioner in choosing
locations and numbers of (from three to five) locations will permit

changes in elections policy to allow different situations.

Apathy
The

The last ASB election saw 12.8 per cent of those eligible voting.
result of this apathy is a student government that does not

represent the students. A vote of 5 per cent of the students was
required to win at the last election. These 200 students have the
legal and moral right to deal with all student affairs, the budgeting of
the $20 fee that we are all required to pay.
If the students of HSC desire to have a government structure
that is not representative, so be it.
If apathy among students is their own expression of distaste for
petty student government affairs, let them participate and make
student government meaningful.
How can we criticize apathy in American society, and try to
change

it, if we cannot handle our own affairs?
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Libel

coddled by some of the staff in the
Administration Building?

I have made several inquiries as to
the
nature
and
origin
of
the
“Slut-of-the-Week” award, and after
considering it in its true context, find
nothing
slanderous
in_
its
conferrment, nor libelous in printed
reference to it.
Slander and libel are defamatory
utterances and printed statements,
respectively, which, according to the
ruling of the Supreme Court (New
York Times v. Sullivan), must be
made with malicious intent. This
definitely is not the case here.
The
Lumberjack’s
advocacy
of
responsible reportage in the editorial
of 18 April is commendable; I should
think
before
criticizing
others,
however, its own house should be put
to order. Statements out of context
and less than thorough research are
not, I deem representative of this
responsibility.
Stephen Bowlus

Editor's note: The Sullivan decision
mentioned

applies

officials. R

only

to

public

malice, the book

Legal Control of the Press, by Frank

Thayer, says “any written statement
charging without foundation that a
woman
is immoral
is generally
regarded

as actionable

per se,” and

“it is not necessary to allege malice in
the case of words libelous per se, for
upon proof of the publication
of a

story

defamatory

upon

its

face

malice is presumed.”

Treasurer
Associated Students.

Con Amendment
In action of April 17, SLC has
exonerated itself from the student

Dear Editor:
Next Tuesday and Wednesday the
members of the Associated Students
will go to the polls once more. This
time, however, there will be some
very important amendments included
on the ballot for their consideration.
I would like to urge that every
member of the Associated Students
inform himself about this series of
amendments.
In my opinion, the amendments
concerning the ASB Treasurer must
be passed
if Student
Legislative
Council
and
the
Association
President are to properly manage our
moncy. Humboldt State has grown
beyond
the
size
where
the
Association
can
manage
itself
through an clected Treasurer. We
have placed a heavy responsibility
upon our elected officials — isn’t it
about
time they were given the
proper tools to do an effective job?
The result of having the Treasurer's
position be an elective one is an
annual fluctuation and set-back in
our
progress
toward
the
most
efficient possible management of our
Association Funds. In ratifying these
amendments,
we
will allow our
elected President and Representatives
to choose a Director of Finance. The
Director can be removed easily if
necessary. Our Association officials
have the responsibilitics of their
offices well in mind; therefore, 1 feel
that they are the oncs who can best
choose a financial advisor to achieve
a high level of continuous and
experienced
management
of our
moncy.
Isn't it about time that we students
established a system to manage our
own moncy matters rather than being

Hutchin’s
Market

Liquors
Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

In Northtown
1644 G St. — VA 2-1968

of

HSC

by

approval

of

a

demagoguery
Amendment
to the
ASB Constitution. | am speaking of
the approval of a “Director of
Finance”
to replace the present
position
of
Treasurer.
This
amendment will be brought before
the students of HSC in the general
elections.
Essentially the amendment changes
the name of the position and outlines
specific
qualifications
for
the
position. Some of these qualifications

are:

‘‘upper

division

student,”

“Preferably a past member of the
ASB financial arm,” and “economic
or budgetary
experience.”
These
qualifications could be developed
into criteria for a person running for
election for Treasurer. The only
catch
is that
the
position
of
“Director of Finance” must be an
appointee of the President of the
ASB.
The instigators of this conspiracy
State that, “an appointee, mecting
the qualifications, could be more
knowledgeable about ASB finances
than a person elected at large on his
‘popularity’ platform.” I disagree.
First, in the Spring 1968 election,
two

Pro Amendment

that

Dear Editor:

body

candidates

ran

on

very

you

honestly

President

believe

would

that

the

step forward

and concede that he, the highest
ranking
officer
in
student
government, had made an unwise
decision
on
such
an_ important
appointment? I say no! Woupd the
ASB President remove a close friend

Craig D. Richards,

Dear Editor:

Do

ASB

similar

platforms. One was a past member of
the ASB financial board and the
other had a competent background in
budgetary
and financial workings
through working with State and ASB
budgets. The difference in the vote
was
less than
20!
This
clearly
indicates that the voters of the
student body did select a candidate
whom they thought had the best
qualifications. Secondly, a new Prexy
may pick a friend who helped on his
campaign, not the most qualified
person. Thirdly, | feel that elected
Officials are the basis of a democratic
organization. Fourthly, it makes no
matter whether a person is elected or
appointed to the position on his
length of time of adjustment, as the
proponents state, so long as he has
the necessary qualifications. Finally,
no matter if the person is clected or
appointed, he is still a student with
academic
obligations,
etc.
to
consider, and the difference on which
type of position will do the best job
is of little concern. The question is,
do you want to vote for whomever
you feel is most qualified or have
some one appointed.
I believe that I can speak with
SOME expertise in the finance field
of the ASB in the light that I've been
both a member of the Board of
Finance and ASB Treasurer.
So vote “NO” on the “Director of
Finance amendment!

he

had

appointed?

Need

|

answer? (2) One of the qualifications
for
the
proposed
position
of
“Director of Finance” requires that
the appointee be an upper division
student. I will agree that the majority
of qualified
individuals
for the
position would be found at the upper
division level. But why should this
“blanket”
requirement
be
made
against students of the lower division
level some of whom may actually be
more qualified and more cager to
work
than
the
upper
division
student?
If you, the voters, feel that you will
make an unwise selection for the
position of ASB Treasurer then you
should allow the all-knowing ASB

President

to make

the decision for

you. But if, on the other hand, you
feel you and your peers are qualified
to make the selection, vote no on the
“Director of Finance’ amendment.
“Smokie” Dean
SLC Rep-at-Large

Pres Names
Two Deans
The appointments of two of the
five deans who will head schools
under

an

academic

reorganization

at

Humboldt State College this fall have
been
announced
by
President
Cornelius H. Siemens.
The reorganization will result in
establishment of the above schools
plus
Schools
of
Business
and
Economics, Natural Resources, and
Science.
The
new
administrative
structure will succeed the present
nine divisions, with the exception of
the Division of Health and Physical
Education.
The two appointees are Milton
Dobkin, HSC Professor of Speech
currently on leave at the California
State Colleges Chancellor's Office,
and Dr. Houston T. Robison, Vice
President for Academic Affairs, State
University of New York College at
Buffalo.
Dobkin will head the School of
Creative Arts and Humanities. He
came to HSC in 1953 and served as
Chairman
of
the
Division
of
Language Arts and Assistant Dean in
the Office for Academic
Affairs
before
taking
the
post
at the
Chancellor's Office.
Robison will be Dean of the School
of Behavioral and Social Sciences. He
holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees
in science from the University of
Oregon and a doctorate in history
from the University of Chicago.

The Place
To Go

A&W

Ken Fulgham
SLC Rep-at-Large

Concur
1 concur wholchcartedly with Mr.
Fulgham
and add that: (1) The
advocators of this amendment feel
that if the position of “Director of
Finance”
were
appointive
then
incompetence on his part could result
in his removal by the ASB President.
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Squires : Reflections
On The Maharishi

Cheerleader
Tryouts End

by Mike Stockstul
“The Maharishi Mahesh Yogi will
be the greatest man of the twentieth
century, he is the greatest man I've
ever known.”
So said Dr. E. L. Squires, an
English professor here at HSC who
has recently returned from a three
month stay in India with the leader
of the Transcendental Meditation
movement.
Squires, a soft-spoken
man who wears a full beard flecked
with white and gray hair, talked
about meditation.
“Meditation is simply a process like
eating or sleeping,” Squires said. “It
is aimed at a life of action.” Sqires
described
the
actual
process of
meditation,
explaining
that
the
meditator simply sits quietly for 20
to 30 minutes twice a day and lets
“the mind take you by means of
natural thinking processes to more
and
more
subtle
levels
of
consciousness until you transcend to
the real essence of thought.” This is
accomplished by use of a single word
that the meditator meditates on,
Squires said.
“Meditation is a more profound
method of relaxing,” Squires said.
Dr. Squires has been meditating
since 1967 when he was introduced
to it by a friend at Berkeley. He said
that at first he was skeptical about
the claims that meditation offered,
such as better health and more
energy. However, since he has been
meditating Squires said that he “feels
a lot better about everything.” He
stressed that meditation is a natural
process
and
that
it cannot
be
manipulated by the meditator. It is
simply a method of frecing the mind,
Squires stated,
Squires
traveled
to India
last
January with a group of 150 people
from all over the world to study with

the Maharishi at the Academy of
Meditation. According to Squires, the
Academy is in the foothills of the
Himalayan Mountains and on the
banks of the sacred Ganges River in
northern India.
While with the Maharishi, the 150
people spent many hours meditating
and
listening
to
lectures
and
teachings about meditation. Squires
called
the
Maharishi
a “great
teacher.” “Like all great teachers he
uses parables and analogies to explain
the
more
abstract
aspects
of
meditation.” He said the Maharishi
was a man of infinite patience whose
explanations of meditation were the
philosophy of bringing together the
inner and outer man into integration
as one. Squires said that meditation
as taught by the Maharishi enabled a
person to get in touch with his being
and to advance his own evolution.
Squires
explained
that
the
Maharishi himself was a monk of the
Shankaracharya sect in India. The
men of the sect are regarded as Holy
Men in India, Squires said. He said
the

Maharishi

studicd

for

ten

years

with the head of this sect before
emerging into the outside world in
1959. The Maharishi has translated
ancient wisdom into modern terms
with
his
explanations
of
Transcendental Meditation, Squires
said,
SIMS, the Students International
Meditation Society, gave Squires a
$2,000 scholarship to travel to India.
SIMS is growing rapidly, Squires said,
and there are some
160 pcople
meditating at Humboldt State.
When asked how to describe the
feeling

that

meditation

gave

him,

Squires smiled and said, “it feels
good, it’s bliss.” Squires said that
meditation “works on everyone” and
that it is “all encompassing.”

®
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The new cheerleaders will be Denise Denison (L), Jim Powers, Vicki Joymer,

Larry Gerbaz, and Don Kopeland.

Reagan Political Tests Reality
THE
FOLLOWING
STATEMENT
HAS
BEEN
PREPARED
AND
AUTHORIZED FOR RELEASE BY
DR.
PAUL
DALE
BUSH,
PRESIDENT
OF
THE
ASSOCIATION
OF CALIFORNIA
STATE COLLEGE
PROFESSORS.
“The decision of the University of
California
Board
of
Regents
remove
the
authority
of
Chancellors to grant tenure, and

voluntarily

submit

their

professional

integrity to the scrutiny of men like
Governor Reagan and his supporters
on
the
Board
of Regents. The
University of California will find it
difficult cither to maintain its present
faculty

or

to

recuit

candidates

for

new positions,”

to
the
the

Next
year’s
cheerleaders
were
announced at the Spring Sing held
Thursday
night, while songleader
tryouts have been postponed until
tomorrow.
Twelve students tried out for five
positions. Those who made it are:
Denise Denison, Jim Powers, Vicki
Joymer, Don Kopeland and Larry
Gerbaz.
Tryouts
were
held
Thursday
afternoon in the new CAC. The
candidates went through a routine of
their own choosing, and then were
given a “situation” (such as first
down and goal to go on the six-yard
line with three seconds left and the
score’s tied).
Others who tried out were Cinday
Ochoa, Jay Roberts, Carol Porter,
Sandy Luzzi, Randy McNeif, Louise
Mouat and Sue Kuneheim.
Judges were Stan Mottaz, student
activities advisor; Dr. Ed Simmons,
associate
dean, student activities;
Don Crotty, head cheerleader; Linda
McMillan, rally commissioner; Lucy
Benson, cheerleader; Jody Littleton,
head songqucen; Margaret Taylor,
rally commission member; Marilyn
Moore, songqueen; and Rich Winnie,
ASB vice-president.

power to confirm appointments of
overage professors, are the first steps
taken

by

the

Regents

to implement

Governor Reagan’s proposal that a
professor's
political
philosophy
should
be
a
factor
in
the
determination of his competence to
serve on the UC Faculty.
“Regent Roth has noted that he
has never heard

the Regents discuss a

faculty member's fitness in other
than political terms. Therefore, his
amendment to the Regents’ motion is
likely to have little practical effect in
preventing
Governor
Reagan
and
other

like-minded

Regents

from

vetoing the tenure of professors on
the
faculty
whose
political
philosophy displeases them,
“This action immediately places in
jeopardy the positions of hundreds of
UC professors who have served on
the faculties for less than the time
required to reach tenure. They have
been put on notice by the Reagan
administration that they must either
conform
to what they imagine the

Regents’
views of an acceptable
political philosophy is or risk having
their
careers
at
the
University
terminated.
“The

Regents’

action

viewed by academic
country

as

the

will

be

people across the

most

serious

blow

The teams line up in front of the Language Arts building for the start of the

struck

annual bed race. The machines carried at least three passengers with the rest of
the team providing the push.

since the height of the McCarthy cra.
Few
scientists
and
scholars
will

against

academic

freedom

Pregnant Debate
“Women
should
be
barefoot,
pregnant, and in the kitchen” will be
the topic of the first parliamentary
debate of this quarter
In the CES Auditorium, at 8:00
p.m. tonight, Ted Kay and Bruce
Johnston will be taking the pro side
with Suzy Moore and Linda Sterling
on
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Vice Presidential Candidates
Rich Varenchik

executives have accomplished a great®
deal this year. The most important of
these accomplishments has been the
organizing of student government
into
an_
efficient,
responsive
Structure. But even though a firm
foundation has been laid this year for
student government a good deal more
remains to be done.
One of the major issues which will
face

HSC

next

year

will

be

“If elected I will put my whole
salary into a fund for students who
get busted.” This was a statement by
vice presidential candidate Richard
Varenchik.
Varenchik claims to have studied
‘*Transcendental
Titillation:
The
Road to Inner Peace Through Mental
Stimulation,”
with the Maharishi
Hash-Hish
Yogi
in downtown
Burbank.
“It changed
my
whole life. I
learned to expand my mind and

the

increased participation of students in
the overall governing of the college. I
feel that increased participation of
students
here
at
Humboldt
is

Gary Montgomery

having served on Student Legislative
Council and the Board of Finance
year | find that
criticize
the

administration.
The
present

I cannot
present

student

only

is

meaningful.

Humboldt

of obtaining votes, but after

this past
justly

but

participation
Another
import
is

Gary
Montgomery
is
a
representative on Student Legislative
Council and serves on the Board of
Finance. He is a business major.
“It would seem that one of the
principle ways in which a candidate
campaigns for student body office is
by criticizing the student officers
now in office, and then promising
that, if elected he will improve the
sad situation. Perhaps this is the best
method

desirable,

body

issue
the

other things without the use of drugs
or any external stimuli.

such

‘In

of
tremendous
involvement
of

State

in

(California

State

Presidents

Association).

CSCSPA

if

College

CSCSPA
Student

To

has been, for the most part,

student body executives.

I believe that I have both the
experience
and
the
ability
to
effectively handle the responsibilities
of the office of Associated Student
Body Vice President and | would
appreciate your votes in the coming
election.”

BD
PHARMACY
WE HAVE

BONNE BELL
@Free Delivery

@ Stedeat Charge
Accesats

Carl Shaff
Vice Presidential candidate Carl
Shaff outlined in an interview last
week what he thinks are the issues in
the election, and listed his six-point
plan.
The issue in the vice-presidential
race, Shaff said, is the role that the
Vice President plays in the Student

Legislative Council.

Shaff

said

greatest

tradition

government

at

or do

cither

do

nothing

inane.

The

other

HSC

I

something

candidates

will

he

thought
the
Vice
President,
as
chairman of the council, should guide
the council, but that he should assign
the work to other members. He said
the
chairman
should
set
up
short-range projects and help form
long-range policies.
The
six-point plan outlined by
Shaff is:
1. To continue the housing study
started this year.
Parking
2.
To
continue
the
Committee and get results,
3. To continue a study of a park
for HSC.
4.
To
try
and
solve
the
communications
problem
between
the SLC and students.
5. To work for the establishment of
a College Hour, an hour during the
day
sect aside for meetings and
programs.
6. To study the use of facilities at
HSC and determine if they are being
used to their fullest potential.
Shaff said he would work with any
president, as any Vice President
should.

FALOR’S
PHARMACY
1563 ‘"G’’ STREET

NORTH ARCATA
OPER 9-8 EVERYBAY

Dave Bennett

government

at
PLEASE PATRONIZE
THE LUMBERJACK
ADVERTISERS

FLYNN’S INN
PIZZA & COCKTAILS
ORDERS TO GO
LIVE MUSIC
Thurs. Fri. & Sat. Nights
with

Monday

Student

Body.

As the chief

executive

it is his job
to serve
as the
outstanding link between students
and
the
administration.
He
is
responsible to the student body and
must serve as their voice to the
administration.
“At the present time Humboldt
State College is a member of the
California
State
College
Student

Presidents’

Association.

It

is

HAPPY HOUR 56"
orders

822-4991

my

feeling that it is to our advantage to
remain in this organization. This
Organization
is the
recognized

for the students to the

Chancellor's Office and the Board of
Trustees. It is important that we
maintain this voice for all students.

“Earlier this year SLC approved the
Community Involvement Concept. It
is a worthwhile project and must be
discussed in the light of the overall
concept of a balanced student body
program.

“Having served on SLC for the past
year
| am _ familiar
with
the
discussions surrounding the many
proposals brought forth. Given this, I
will be able to objectively look at
both
sides
of
the
upcoming
questions.
“The office of president would,
indeed, be a challenging onc. It is,
however,
a challenge | willingly
accept.”

SMITTY’S

MERV GEORGE

Special: 50¢ off on any pizza

577 — 7th St.

to attempt to finance the

programs which the students seem to
desire. Going one step further, it is
mandatory that student government
provide the student with a balanced
program.
“More specifically, it is the job of
the ASB
President to administer
desired
programs
in their most
efficient and effective manner. He
serves as an administrator for the

spokesman

Featuring the finest in

Saae

do

Dave Bennett is a candidate for
ASB President.
“It is the function of student
government to serve as a liaison
between the student body and the
administration.
A
further
responsibility is that of insuring that
all student body funds are properly
spent. It is also necessary for student

Open 7 days per week
@g.s. Pest Office

of
will

the same but they are not as honest
about it as I am.”
Varenchik was asked if would try
to challenge the alleged impotency of
HSC’s
student
government.
I'll
support
the
policy
of comrade
Liebowitz on lollipop dispensers in
the President's foyer.”
When asked if his whole campaign
was a farce, Varenchik said, “Only in
as much as it reflects the farce that is
student government at HSC.”

date

ineffectual. I feel that even though
CSCSPA
has yet to prove itself,
Humboldt State should continue to
participate fully. The task of aiding
CSCSPA in becoming an effective
lobbying agency for student needs on
the state level again rests with the

the

student

Lubrication
- wheel balancing
Minot Tune - Ups
Blue Chip Stamps
Free Pickup
- Delivery

1007 G. ST.

822-3873
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Each of the candidates were
requested
to write and have their
pictures taken. These are the 11
that responded in time to make
int.

)ENTIAL CANDIDATES
Waine

For Rep-at-Large

Benedict

Robert

Alexander

Waine Benedict is a candidate for
president.
“Although I profess myself as a
serious candidate for the office of
ASB President, I find the content of
campaign statements leaving a little
to

be

desired.

Like,

how

are

you

going
to know
me_ through the
parking issue or constitutional reform
or the Board of Finance?
“Meanwhile the race goes on, and
perhaps a few words may not boggle
the mind

“My
good

Dean Palius

council to a greater degree so that all
students will know exactly what their
student government is doing.”
“I believe a representative-at-large
should
be
exactly
that:
a
representative of all the students. I
will seek the opinions of all students,
not just a select few. I urge you all to
vote for me, Brent Howatt, for
Representative-at-Large.”

too badly.

major

concern

education,

i.c.

is getting

broadening

a
my

experience and outlooks in order to
make better decisions about my life
style. Why do I concern myself with
student government? Because student
government
makes decisions about
our
cdcuation,
yours
and
mine,
making it important to be concerned

“It is too far beneath the dignity of
free men

President

towards

which

system,

candidate

exist’)

Too

major

in

many

our
times

candidates have addressed themselves
to questions which, granted need
resolving, were not within the scope

Dan Liebowitz

of a campaign
for such a major
office. I see my obligation as solving

long-term (1 year) projects which due
to

their

full-fledged

nature

effort

require

of

an

the

executive

officer.

Currently, the situation which I
feel demands paramount attention is
the ASB’s accounting system. This
slow, bulky

more

arrangement

outdated

time

goes

and

is becoming

impractical

along.

The

as

major

deficiencies are that no outlined
policy of checks and balances is
present
and
that
duc
to
the
processing procedures, accounts are
overdrawn because posting is slow
and balance sheets run well over a
month behind. What this means is
that

“I am running for office primarily
to annihilate this sado-masochistic
governmental playpen structure we
call student government.”
“Last
weekend,
Bennie
Dubie,
Mary Jane and | were engaged
in a
little joint group therapy. Bemusedly
I watched the visceral vibrations of
Mary
Jane's passionate
glittering
uvula when suddenly | had visions of
idego
gratification
of enormous
proportion
and
a_ tremendous
yearning
for
the
roots
of
power... .student
government
seemed to be the obvious answer.
“If elected, Comrad Varenchik and
I plan to institute sweeping reforms
the first of which will beto install

lollipop dispensers at the President's
foyer for
partake.”
“As far
office are
that unlike
have given

all

those

who

care

to

as qualifications for the
concerned, | can only say
some of my opponents, I
up smoking cigarettes.”

monetary

mismanagement

is

condoned duc to the inequities of
this required function. The $20 a
year contribution
by students, a
projected total of $90,000 for next
year which constitutes the lifeblood
of our
activities, can casily be
misused.
If elected, | pledge to
correct this situation in particular.
“The ASB's involvement with such
organizations as CSCSPA should also

this

and

if they

need

help

the City

Police
should
be called on
for
assistance, especially where firearms
are involved.
“3. No student or faculty group
should consider any complaints or
requests under the duress of building
takeover.
“4. Takeover of campus buildings
by any student groups or individuals
should result in theirs AUTOMATIC
DISMISSAL from HSC for one year.
“$5. Any students making use of
FIREARMS for any purpose during
such
a takeover should not be
considered for readmission for four
years.
“If you agree with me on this
matter, fellow students, give me,
Robert Alexander, your vote for
Student Body President in the May
6-7 election.

potential. A total of $1,400 has been
preliminarily budgeted for travel in
the executive budget.
If a true
benefit is derived, | think this total
would be justified. But | don't think
the ASB should have a chartered
travel account for the pleasure of its
officers.

secretary this past year.

studied

So

as

to

many

their

little

worth

things

and

like

this which are generated out of the
President's office should be looked at
very closely.”

Business Officers
The HSC Business Club has clected
new officers for the coming ycar. The
new
officers
are
David
Smith,
president;
Christopher
Cross,
vice-president;
Susan
Prangicy,
secretary; Annic Bonnard, treasurer;
and Mardi Ring, historian.

and Liquors

KEG BEER

‘“*T

he

job

representative-at-large

of

a

requires

a

willingness to work and experience in
student politics. I have fulfilled both
of these requirements by possessing a
strong desire to get things done and
by
having
been
Freshman
Class
Representative.”
“The Student Legislative Council at
every
mecting
is swamped
with
requests, studies, and reports from
the

many

and

various

think this proposal will prove to be

inadequate because there are only a
limited number of spaces available on
any given day. The state is also
planning on a raise of $3 per quarter
for
a
parking
permit
without
providing
better
service
to
the
student. I also feel that the parking
meters around campus should be
removed and these spaces be opened
up to cars with parking permits.
There is a definite need for more
parking areas to be opened up.
“The question of whether or not
the HSC oceanography department is
going to have a ship next year is still
open. I feel that every effort should
be made by this school and the Board
of Trustees to acquire a vessel. A ship
is vital if we are to have any
oceanography program at HSC in the
future.
“The peer group concept has been
initiated here at HSC, I feel that this
is a step in the right direction. The
students must have a say in academic
affairs
since
they
are
directly
involved and must live with the
outcome of administrative decisions.
I think that other state colleges can
take a lesson from HSC.”

activities that

occur daily on campus. They need
hard workers like myself and | am
confident that | can do the best job. I
will always be open to suggestions
and can be easily reached.”

Brent Howatt
“By way of iatroduction, | am
Brent Howatt, a junior Biology major
from
Eureka,
running
for
representative-at-large. | have been at
Humboldt State for three years and
have been active in such campus
activities as Frosh Camp, parking
committee, and varsity athletics. | am
a member
of Delta Sigma
Phi
fraternity
and served as chapter

be

Chuck Duffy

“I support the peer group concept
for the residence halls and will
encourage its extension to other areas
of campus
activity.
| will
do
everything in my power to further
student participation in the running
of the college.”
“It is my opinion that while SLC is
fairly responsive to student opinion,
the students are often in the dark
concerning the activities of SLC. I
will try to publicize the activities of

a

DELUXE
Barber Shop

aw

I can

oriented

deficiencies

any

ASB

a

body.

be

of

aw

student

should

of

office

885 Hi St.
2 Barbers to
Serve You

Hours: Mon.-Fri.-10-9
Sat. - 106

am 0 aD 0 a

the

objectives

the

“As candidate for Student Body
President at Humboldt State College
I, Robert Alexander, believe in a
policy on this vital issue BEFORE
such situations develop.
“My beliefs are the following:
‘*1.
All
student
groups
and
individuals should be given a forum
to state their complaints and requests
so their merits may
be openly
considered by students and faculty.
“2. School buildings should be kept
open
at
the
usual
times
for
authorized faculty and students. The
campus Security Police should see to

Do

current

to

“The

for

oY):

especially armed takeover.

6 ap 6 a

answers

promise no more.”

Crotty
is
a
Don
Business
Administration major with two years’

to be intimidated by groups

of people trying to get their way by
violent takeover of public buildings,

6 a

experience as an SLC member. He
has served and chaired on committees
within its structure.

Don Crotty

(8 Gp 0 a

about these decisions. | would like to
emphasize certain areas.
A. Student/Faculty relationships
B. Creative and Innovative student
activities
C, And a commitment to a personal
education
Therefore,
it boils down to a
direction of issues not a position on
issues. As a leader I will explore all
important
issues and recommend

Dean Palius is a freshman political
science major.
“As usual parking is still one of the
major problems facing the H.S.C.
student. A proposal to open up the
“Jolly Giant” parking lots, which
right now are only open to dorm
residents, is being looked into. I

You will find all of
your cosemetic needs
Revelon

DuBarry
Arden
Max Factor

and Others
Lipstick—“Mascara—

lish—Eye Shadow,Etc.

BARNES DRUG

Sun. - 12-5

Arcata
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More Candidates
students

of this college:

to help give

students the opportunity to achieve
their goals.
“There are several ideas that could
improve the college situation. For an
example,

general

education,

program

as

meaningful

as

possible. One way of improving the
quality of courses would be for a
representative group of students to
discuss

these

courses

with

the

professors or department heads.
this way,
the courses could
modified

to

the

benefit

of both

students and the professors.
“Another aspect of student
that

“I often have a recurring dream. |
find myself craving for the chance to
get my hands on real middle-class
money. As the A.S.B. Treasurer, |
not only could solve my anxiety but
could evaluate the existing conditions
the

corporation

yard,

improvement

In
be
the

life

is student

activities. The concert-lecture series
can be made into a very important
part of the student’s education. It
can be made to provide a forum of
ideas that will increase the scope and
reach of our education.
“All these things and more can be
done
to
improve
the life and
education of students at Humboldt
State. Having been a concerned and
active participant in other activities
(i.e.,
acting
as coordinator
of
Eureka’s
McCarthy
petition
campaign), | think | am capable of

Bill Thurman

around

needs

helping

concerned

students

improve

their college. That is why 1 ask you
to
vote
Rick
Khamsi_
for
Rep-at-large.”

game

pens and C.A.C, as being extremely
complex.
“I have never held the office of
treasurer before, but Reagan was
never a Governor before and look at
the crack job he’s doing. As for
qualifications, I've had 3 years junior
varsity basketball experience in high
school and for quite some time have
been the proud possessor of an LBJ
Piggybank, a B mojo tooth, a black
cat
bone, as well as John
the
Conqueroo, and I am going to mess
with you, lead me by the hand, and
the whole world’s gonna know I'm
your Hoochie Coochie Man.”

Ken Byrne
Ken
Byrne
is a candidate for
Rep-at-Large.
“Our cducational system is in a
crisis

that

demands

our

greatest

consideration and energy. This crisis
is not insoluble, but the solution will
require

radical

changes in the degree

of student-faculty participation in
the operation of the college. The
failure of our educational system
thus far to provide for the adequate
student-faculty participation in the
educational
institutions
is
not
entirely the fault of the institutions.
Much
of
the
failure
must
be
attributed to the lack of vision on the
part of the student government. The
SLC at Humboldt State should have
the necessary vision and guts to
initiate the much-needed changes in
our college community. Let's end the
isolation that rubber stamp student
governments promote. Let's get out

Rick Khamsi is a candidate for
representative-at-large.
“Our campus is filled with people
who are concerned with the quality
of their education. The
student
government should help them. This is
why I would like to represent the

NOW SERVING
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Tim McKay

Rather

than
argue
for its end
or its
continuation,
perhaps
we
should
concern ourselves with making the
present

from under the political domination
that presently afflicts our college.
Power to the People.”

As a candidate for rep-at-large I feel
that the ASB should represent the
student’s needs. The student is here
for an education and thus the ASB
should

be

concerned

improving

changes

necessary

to

improve

Dr. James
Gast of the oceanograp' hy department served as auctioneer for the
Slave Sale. Candy Fowler (L) and Jill Farmer are the subjects on “the Block.”

Bell & Bull Awards
For the second year in a row, the
HSC Bull of the Woods trophy went
to Walter Sipher, a forestry major.
Sipher won first place in the axe
throw and was on the winning team
in the double bucking and pulp
throw. He also won second place in
the single bucking event.
This year’s Belle of the Woods was
won by Gail Snarzczynski. She was
on the winning team in women’s
double bucking. Last year’s winner,
Jill McIntire was second.
The awards were given on a total
points basis. Thus a person did not
have to score first in all events to win
the over-all prize.
Winners in cach category were:
Chopping: 1. Danicl Meeker, 2. John
Rollin, 3. Leo Evans.
Single bucking: 1. Brent Howatt, 2.
Sipher, 3. Laurence
Compton.
Men's double
1. Sipher, Walter
Mobley, 2. Mecker, Bryon Craighead,
3. Russ Gripp, Gregory Patillo.
Men’s axe throw:
1. Sipher, 2.
Michael Morey, 3. Mobley.
Pulp throw: 1. Sipher, Rollin, Grip,
Mobley; 2. Larry Gerbaz, Donald
Copland,
Compton
and
Daniel
Jacobs; 3. John Powell and team.
Burling: 1. Craighead, 2. Patillo, 3
Wayne Stanfield.
Boom run: 1. Craighead, 2. Jacobs,

the

relevance
of cecducation
to
the
student, (3) demand the best possible
facilities for the student, and lastly
should expand student activities to
meet current needs,
1 am

a history major and have been

active in community affairs in the
Bay Area where I attended Diablo
Valley College.
Last year 1 was
chairman of Students for McCarthy
on campus as well as youth chairman
for Humboldt County, | am presently
a member of The Wilderness Society
and the Sierra Club,

Old Third Floor
Win Spring Sing
Old Third Floor received the first
place trophy for the second year at
the Spring Sing, last Thursday night.
About
twenty
girls who
third floor of Sunset Hall

lived on
last year

sang about the panty raids, their
attempts to sneak in booze, and Mrs.
Passy.
Phi
Mu
sorority, second
place
winners, sang of the life of Freddy
Forester. Third place went to the
Marching
Lumberjacks.
The annual TKE
Athictic Award
was presented to Gary Tuttle, HSC
track star, who received the award

3. Mobley.
Bull of the Woods: 1. Sipher, 2. Tie
—

Patillo and Craighead, 3. Meeker.
Paul
Bunyon
(boxing):
Felix
Hooven.
Mixed bucking: 1. Meeker, King; 2.
Gripp, Rogers; 3. Sipher, Forsom.

‘67 Casino Night
Is ‘Best Ever’
Casino Night, which has been a
traditional Lumberjack Days’ event
since 1961 was described as “the
biggest success ever” by chairman
Randy McNiff following the joint
casino night and logging town held
last Friday night.
Set up in the Field House, the
logging
town
surrounded
the
perimenter of the building and the
casino was located approximately in
the middle of the town.
Three
crap
tables
and
cight
blackjack tables were sect up and
other tables were available for poker.
Packets
of bogus
moncy
were
purchased at the cntrance to be used
at the tables.
Throughout the evening, between $
p.m. to 1 a.m. drawings for prizes
were held. Among the prizes given
away were an instamatic camera, golf
clubs, jewelry, and pizzas.
+

«

-
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,
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last year.

Green and Gold Key presentations
were given to: Jill Farmer, Mike
Graft,
Jill
Meltntire,
Mike
McDermott,
Dave
Bennett,
Soft
Eggert,
Judy
terguson,
Chad
Roberts,
Linda Surbaugh,
Richard

Brazeau,
Hilliard.

Tom

Green,

and

Mark

ARCATA

|
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Judy

Miller launches a rolling pin in the Belle of the Woods event held last

week. Miss Miller is a representative on the Student Legislative Council

Benjamin's Army & Navy Store

SEE ANGELOS
6th & H Sts.
Arcata

with

the educational opportunities of the
student. It seems to me that the ASB
is presently concerned with a great
deal of trivia that could be handled
elsewhere,
I feel that the student wants an
education relevant to the society in
which he lives. | would suggest that
the ASB work with the faculty in an
effort
to
re-evaluate
general
education
requirements
and
to
recommend changes where needed.
Student government should not
simply
rubber
stamp
present
activities cach year but rather should
constantly re-evaluate old ones and
consider ways to make them more
viable as well as studying proposals
for new activities. More speakers are
needed
on
campus
to
bring
contemporary issues and problems to
the student.
In conclusion the ASB should; (1)
cast off any red tape that hinders it,
(2) work with faculty to effect any

The white bell-bottoms you have been waiting for have
arrived.
7th & Pine
Eureka

Size 28 - 36

$4.98

IF YOU LIKE PIZZA.
YOU'LL LOVE ANGELO’S

Blue bell-bottoms
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ATHLETE-OF-WEEK

Bill Scobey Wins Mile
4:07.7-Breaks HSC Mark |

es
-

JOHN ALCALA
BOB CLARKE
Bob Clarke gained Athlete of the
Week honors for golf by shooting a
79 and dropping his opponent 3-0
against San Francisco State.
A local boy, Bob graduated from
Eureka High and then went on to
two
years
at College
of
the
Redwoods.
The tall senior presently maintains
a GPA of 3.1 in engineering and plans
to go into some phase of civil
engineering after graduation.

FRANK TOPOLEWSKI

John Alcala received the nod for
track’s Athlete of the Week by
hurling the discus 155-5 1/2 against
Chico and Nevada — his best toss
ever.
A history major minoring in art,
Big John sports a GPA of 3.0.
John came to HSC via Delano High
and the College of the Sequoias with
a total of 6 years of letterman track
behind him.
The 220 Ib. senior plans to get his
credential
after graduation,
then
teach in Delano.

College Master
No. 1 IN COLLEGE
Sponsor of Lumberjack Athletes of the Week

Frank
Topolewski
was
named
baseball’s Athlete of the Week for his
strong all-around performance against
Hayward.
The 5°10” Junior is a graduate of
Petaluma High, where he lettered in
basketball
and baseball and was
active in the student council.
He then went on to two years at
Santa Rosa J.C. before coming to
H.S.C,
Frank enjoys to golf and water ski
in his spare time.

(707)822-5202
Fidelity Union

SALES

Life Insurance

1935
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Jacks Spoil Sac's Climb Wins Third
by John Watt

right

by

relief pitcher

Hornet

starter

Bill

was

After being banished to the second
division in FWC
play the ‘Jacks
became
spoilers Saturday
in Sac
State’s move for the crown. By

relieved by Bacon who stilled the
‘Jacks bats for the rest of the game.
Starter Greg Shanahan, who was hit
hard most of the day, was pulled in

winning

the

the

third

game

of

the

three-game series, 10-9, HSC put the
damper on Sacramento's chances to
catch front-running San Francisco
State.

Humboldt
lost
Friday’s opener
11-10, was trounced 15-1 in the first
game

Saturday,

and

came

from

runs back to win the second
10-9.
The
scoring
in Friday's
started

in

the

third

five

game,
game

inning

when

Sacramento turned in four runs off
two singles, a sacrifice fly and a
three-run homer. The Hornets’ Steve
Tobias provided the four-bagger that
went out over the left-center barricr.
HSC picked up one in the fourth
on Curt Wood's double and Fred
Patton's sacrifice fly to right.
In the fifth, both teams found the
score-board;

runs

the

Hornets

with

two

and the ‘Jacks with five to tic

the game.

Sac’s runs were the product of a hit
batsman and three successive singles.
Humboldt’s five run fifth featured
the double power of doubles by
Frank Topolewski and Paul Jackson.
The Hornets turned right around
and put five more on their side in the
sixth. They

came

in on three singles,

a hit batsman, three walks, and a wild
pitch.

Humboldt picked the cighth inning
for their next show of power when
they

scored

four

one of which

runs

on

five

was a two-run

hits,

belt to

C. F. “CHUCK” BOWER
ARCATA WESTERN AUTO
All you need in

Sporting Goods and
Automotive Supplies

ON THE PLAZA
Since

sixth

came

and

senior

the Hornets
10-8. Olson

Doug Gilley.

Wesnousky

Doug

and promptly pumped a pitch into
pinch-hitter
Younglove’s body
to
advance him to first base and make
the score 10-9, He then retired
next man on a force out and
‘Jacks got off the thin ice.

Gilley

in to hold the Hornets scoreless

for the last three innings.
In the seven-inning curtain
Saturday

it was an all Hornet

raiser
show as

three Humboldt hurlers were ripped
for 12 hits and 15 runs.
Humboldt's only score was in the
sixth
when
Patton and Shuman
singled
back-to-back
and
Patton
scored on Jackson's fly to right.
Freshman Craig Olson, the first

Danny

to preserve the win for

Alfson.

The ‘Jacks were down by five runs,
6-1, at the end of four innings. In the
fifth they got one and in the sixth

picked up four more. Three of those
came on Curt Wood's three run blast
over
the
center.

350-foot

mark

in

right

inning on a pair of walks, a hit batter,

and
third

Alfson's perfect bunt down
base

Alfson had to
outfielders,
Ken

thank two of his
Papini and
Mel

Shuman,
along
helping out with

with
Olson = for
two great defensive

was a
right.

diving,

the

line.

Three
more
uns
were
added
eighth. The heavy hitting was a
double to left by Mel Shuman and
Alfson’s rbi triple off the top of the
center field fence.
Alfson went into the ninth with a
10-6 lead. He walked the first man
up, got the next two in order, and
then the fun started.
Back-to-back singles were followed
by two straight walks and suddenly

Phillips
Camera
Shop
THE BEST IN
Photograplic Supplies

1951

823 HST.

822-3155

one-handed

catch

in

HSC Tees Cal
The
State

HSC

18-9

Friday

at

the

Baywood Golf and Country Club,
moving the Lumberjacks into a first
place tic with Sacramento State for
the

FWC title.

The ‘Jacks invade Sacramento this
weekend to take on the Hornets
Against Hayward, Greg Bean took
Pat

honors

Azenne

3-0.

with

a 74 to defeat

Number

javelin

one

man,

Larry
Babica carded a 75 to put
down Hayward's Mike Spellman (76)
2 1/2-1/2. HSC won the best ball 3-0.

Hayward's
Steve
Blackstone
dropped Bob Clarke 2-1 as he fired a
76 to Clarke's 81. Mayward’s Greg
Hood then went on to top Randy
Bresee 2 1/2-1/2 as Hood notched an
82 to Bresee’s 83. Hayward took the

and

fourth

the

shot,

winner.
A trio of ‘Jack freshmen turned in
their best efforts of the season as
Mike Ukena took third in the 100

with :09.8, Joc Giovannetti took
third in the 880 with 1:54.6, and
Alan Battle was fourth in the 120
hurdles with a :15.4.

Beats Shasta
an

invitation

victory

The

by

game

for HSC,

the Redding

resulted
Redding

clocking in the mile at Hayward
Saturday. The sender ex-Gi turned it
on down the stretch to beat out
teammate Gary Tuttle (4:08.9) and
Hayward’s Don Williams (4: 11.9).

Tennis Drops To Sac
Humboldt’s tennis team dropped a
7-2
decision
to
league-teading
Sacramento State Saturday at the
HSC courts.

Freshman Steve Flannes continued
his unbeaten streak, to give HSC its
only singles victory. He later teamed
up with George Nagel to take a
doubles match as well.
This weekend the Jacks travel to
Sonoma to take on the Cossacks,
then meet
Southern Oregon and
Oregon College Saturday.
The Lumberjacks
the season.

are

now

1-4

Results are as follows:
Singles
def.
Roy
Steve
Turpen
(S)
Stephens 6-1, 6-3
Tom Pucci (S) def. Steve Miller 6-4,
44, 6-3

Gary

Prawdzik

(S)

def.

Dave Harris (S) def. Ron Lowe 6-4,
6-2

Soccer

in

a

3-1

scored

the

to score three goals
half.
Two goals were

by inside left Bob Newcomb
remaining

goal

was

scored

in the
scored

and the
by

Tony

Lorenzo,
On Sunday, May 4, there will be a
tournament

beginning

at ten o'clock

in
Redwood
Bowl
The
teams
participating will be Shasta Junior
College, Southern Oregon College
and Arcata Soccer Club

footwear . . our specialty

onbrorts|lIIh, |
Engine Anaylsis
- $4.50

1/2 - 1/2, to give HSC the best ball,

3-0.

COMPLETE CAR SERVICE

HOW I WON
THE WAR

John

Corbett 6-4, 8-6

first goal in the first half but slowed
down in the second half giving HSC a

HSC"s Gary Crooks shot an 84 to
tic Greg Williams, 1 1/2-1 1/2, and
teammate Jim Guy dropped Len Keld

BATTLE OF ALGIERS
PLUS

for

6-1, 6-3

On April 20, the Humboldt State
College
Soccer
Club
traveled to
Shasta Junior College in response to
Club.

It was only a matter of time, and Bill
Scobey proved it by cracking the
HSC
mile record with a 4:07.7

Steve Flannes (H) def. Harold
Haddock 6-2, 6-1
Bryn Cotton (S) def. George Nagel

Soccer Club

best ball 2-1.

2

in

respectively.
Vince
Engel
and
John
Alcala
picked up the only other first places
for the Jacks. Engel cked out a
narrow win in the 880 with 1:54.4
while Alcala hurled the discus 154-2
1/2.
Ernest Provost of Cal State grabbed
firsts in both the 100 and 220
making him the meet’s only double

chance
second

golf team shot down Cal

Hayward

medalist

It was a tic game until Humboldt
came up to bat again in the seventh

the
the

plays. Papini’s aid was a long running
catch to deep center and Shuman’s

game's starter, was brought into game

in the ninth

were two runs closer,
then entered the game

Bill
Scobey
turned
in
a
record-breaking mile run, but the
Jacks track teamlost the war, as they
were defeated by both Sacramento
State
and
host
Cal
Hayward,
Saturday
in
FWC
triangular
competition,
Alternating as pacemakers for each
other, Scobey and teammate Gary
Tuttle
both cracked HSC’s mile
record of 4:09.7 held by Vince
Engel. Scobey was clocked in 4:07.7
and Tuttle in 4:08.9 as they burned
off a stretch challenge by Cal State’s
Don
Williams,
who
finished
in
4:11.9,
In
team
standings,
Sacramento
edged Cal State at Hayward, 71-70,
while the Lumberjacks totaled 51
points. The losses put the Jacks at
3-2 in FWC standings and 5-3 overall.
Despite the twin losses, Coach Jim
Hunt
wasn’t
disappointed in the
team’s
performance.
‘I
was
extremely pleased with our boys,”
Hunt said, “The entire team put out
a 100% effort and if we had been up
to full strength, perhaps the outcome
would have been different.”
The ‘Jacks were without star 880
runner Pete Haggard and the injured
Paul
Johnson,
HSC
long
jump
record-holder.
Even though severely hampered by
injuries, weightmen Lee Barton and
Dan Hook
grabbed third in the

Specialize Tune Ups, Generator, Carb., Starter, Brakes, Muffler
& Pipes.
Engine Analysis & Tune-Up
by Electronic Scope.
Trailer
& Truck + Flat bed trailers, campers, dolly, Tow Bars, Horse
Trailers For Rent.

LORENZO SHELL SERVICE
Tth
& G St. 622-7903
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Locals Found Guilty
Of Disturbing Peace
by Exic Davis
Two HSC students were convicted
of disturbing the peace last week and
fined $100 each for an incident on
the campus last November.

The two, Thomas J. Maddock, 27,

40 E St., and Marten N. Rau, 24,
2257% Western Ave., were arrested
by Arcata Police near the women’s
dorms in the Jolly Giant Commons at
about midnight on Nov. 11, 1968.
According to testimony given at
the jury trial of the pair by Ronald P.
Valencia, a Proctor for the dorms,
both Rau and Maddock were asked
to leave by Resident Advisor Dave R.
Onizuka. Valencia said he also asked
them to leave.
Later, Valencia said he called the
Campus Security because the two
would not leave. According to his
court testimony, Valencia said that
both Rau and Maddock disappeared
when the Security Police arrived,
only

to reappear

when

they

Fry Outlines Registration
Registrar John Fry explained and
answered

questions

registration

at

about computer

the

April

24

SLC

meeting. Fry said that surveys have
been taken of a student sample to

just having fun.
During the one-day trial, seven HSC
students were called to testify by
Assistant District Attorney William I.
Quinlin, including four of the girls
involved in the incident. Except for
the
defendants
themselves,
the
defense called no witnesses.
The conviction was returned by the
jury after 35 minutes of deliberation.
The pair waived their right to time
before sentencing, and Judge E. V.
Sweet immediately fined them the
$100.
Neither Maddock or Raw lived in
the dorms at the time of the incident.

find

their

opinions

about

computerized registration. According
to the registrar, a larger percentage

was

opposed

to

computerized

registration than were for it, but he
said that they really had nothing for
comparison.
However, computerized registration
will be a reality this fall.
Some changes have been made in

the student request forms. Instead of

two hours, three free hours may be
requested every day and Saturday
may

be

entirely

blocked

out.

Also,

Fry said, no classes will be scheduled

to

Police,

had left.

when

they

arrived they found the pair hiding in
the
bushes
behind
one
of the
women’s dorms. Police were asked to
arrest them after Valencia was given
permission to press charges by HSC
Housing Director William Kingston.
Both Maddock and Rau testified in
their own behalf at their trial and
said that they felt that they had done
nothing wrong and that they were

Five To Fresno
For Model UN
A team of students from Humboldt
State College will travel to Fresno,
California to participate in the 19th
Session of the Model United Nations
of the Far West. The session will be
held
at
the
Fresno
Convention
Center,

hosted

by

Fresno

State

College, May 7th through the 10th.
Under the guidance of Miss JoAnn
Fagot, the five students will represent
the

country

of

Colombia,

South

America.
The
model
session = is
expected
to
include
the
representatives of more than one
hundred colleges and universities in
the western United States.
Accurately portraying the views of
Colombia,
the
delegation
will
participate in the General Assembly
and
its committees, the Security
Council,
and
the Economic
and
Social Council. The delegates from
Humboldt
State arc: Marwan
M.
Hujeij, Joan E. Maxwell, Monica

Trione, Ken Weller, and Pat Gregg.
Expenses for
been provided

the delegation have
by the student body.

North Arcata
Barbershop

p.m.

Another

the point that entering freshmen and
transfer students will probably not be

admitted this fall if ther applications
were not received by February 6 and
February 14, respectively, because

“we are 120% over enrollment.”
He outlined the probable schedule
of registration. Entering freshmen
will probably be required to pay their
fees by June 15th in order to assure
the college that they are coming,
while other students will receive their
registration material around August
20.
Fees and requests must
be
returned
by
September
5 and
schedules will be available September
25 and 26, the Thursday and Friday
before classes.
Another new idea brought out by
the registrar was that Freshmen are
now guaranteed 12 units of general
education the first quarter if they

occasions

was

declared

inactive

because they failed to turn in a
revised constitution.
Chad Roberts was approved as the
chairman of the College Program
Board.
In
other
action
the
council
approved lifetime ASB membership
cards to Elizabeth B. Ward, who has
been teaching at HSC since 1953 and
is retiring and Mr. Paul Ely of Arcata,
the 1969 Alumni Association’s Who's
Who

Chad Roberts, Election Commissioner, is congratulated on his selection for the
Green and Gold Key. The honor requires a 2.5 grade point average and
participation in at least two fields of activity.

Graduation Shorter,
Prayers Cut Out
Humboldt
commencement
have

been

State
College
ceremonies, which

termed

approximately
650
students
graduated last year and the number
will be slightly more this year. As a
student approaches the president, his
name
will
be
called
over
the
loudspeaker
to give
parents
an
opportunity for photographs as in
past ceremonies.
Because of the large attendance,
the cast stands in Redwood Bow! will
be used for seating accommodations
rather than the usual covered west
stand. Because of this, a morning
ceremony
is under
consideration
Corcoran said. The reasoning behind
this would be the discomfort caused
from sitting several hours in the
afternoon sun. It was decided by
committee members to leave the
decision as to time of day up to the
students.
A poll was conducted by Dean
Charles
Bush
and
according
to
Corcoran, there was no significant

by some as “tiring,

boring and of little value to the
students and faculty” will take on a
new look as four items were deleted
from the commencement schedule.
The invocation, main guest speaker,
commissioning
ceremony
and the
benediction have been removed from
the commencement format following
recommendations from the Senate
Ad Hoc commencement committee.
At the April 18 commencement
committee
mecting,
Dr.
W.
J.
Stradicy, chairman of the Ad Hoc
Committee, explained the thinking of
the
faculty
where
the religious
elements are concerned. The feeling
is, since attendance of faculty is
required, that separation of church
and
state
as in any
classroom
situation should be maintained. It
was agreed that in the absence of the
invocation,
the
national
anthem
would be sung as an opening.
It was the view of the committee
and President Siemens that it would
be desirable not to have an outside
guest speaker. In place of this, a
suggestion
was made
to have a
student speaker, faculty speaker, nd

preference

minutes.
According
to
Mr.
Michael
Corcoran, chairman of the 1969
Commencement Committec, students
will march across the stage to reccive
their diplomas in a continuous flow
rather than one at a time.

According

to Registrar John

to

the

time

of

Fry

MAX & JIM’S
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He

winner.

Legislators
(Continued trom Page 1)
$155,000
for a 20-week training
course to teach the big city youths to
become oceanographic aides. Stankus
remarked that it was ironic that the
government could afford a ship for
untrained youth when HSC had a
college level course that couldn't find
a ship.
Stankus said that he doesn’t know
what direction the committee will
take now. “We will wait and see what
happens,”
Stankus
said.
If the
1970-71
budget
contains
an
allocation for the ship, then the
committee feels that its objective will
have been accomplished. Stankus said
that he feels that “student action has
been
an
impetus
to.
the
administration.” He said that the
2300 signatures obtained indicate
that the student body is interested in
the project.
Stankus said that he would like to
see a letter-writing campaign directed
at local representatives
and
the
trustecs urging that action be taken
on the ship. Stankus concluded by
saying
that John Reed of the

TimesStandard

had intervicwed the

SOS Committee and that the article
had not yet appeared in the paper.
Stankus said that he was cager for the
article to appear so that local people
would
become
aware
of
the

Climb Program
America’s

Royal

foremost

Robbins,

rock

will

===

a

program
on
rock
climbing
in
Yosemite May 3 in the new recital
hall. Admission to the 7:30 p.m.
program is one dollar. Tickets will be
available in the CAC during the
preceding week.
The program, which will include a

movie and slides, is sponsored by the
HSC Sierra Club, COR Alpine Club,
and the HSC Boot and Blister Club.
Robbins is credited with many first
ascents in Yosemite as well as in
Europe. His record was climaxed
recently with a ten day solo ascent of
Yosemite’s John Muir route on El
Capitan,

Presidents
(Continued from Page 1)
Proposal because he felt that the
Academic Senate member would not
truly

represent

the

faculty,

because

there
are
other
bodies
which
represent them (i.e. AFT, ACSCP).
He also feels that students shouldn't
have
voting
rights in personnel
decisions (hiring and firing), and in
executive decisions, and therefore,
shouldn't
be on
the
Board
of
Trustees.
Hartman went on to say that he
disagrees with Reagan, because he
feels that
if students are given
responsibility

they

will

react

responsibly, in most cases.
When asked if he benefited from
the
conference,
Hartman
stated,
“Actually, | think Reagan derived
more benefit from the meeting by
talking with responsible students. In
the back of Reagan’s mind he still
thinks students are irresponsible.”

Mini Record Set
Bobby Tracy's
little bit mini-cr

miniskirt was just a
than anyone clse’s,

as she edged her closest competitor
by barely one percent during the first
HSC

miniskirt

contest

Saturday,

a

part of Lumberjack Days.
Miss Tracy’s attire covered
8%
inches of the 22 inches between her
waist and knees, for a scant 39,4
percent, a new record for California
State Colleges.
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day.

said that he felt if most students
knew
the reasoning
behind
the
morning ceremony (discomfort for
elderly relatives, specifically) they
would
not
mind
the
morning
scheduling. The time, however, is still
under consideration.
The probable schedule of events for
the June 6 graduation includes a
carillon prelude, the processional,
national
anthem,
welcome,
conferring
of degrees,
academic
honors,
awards and
scholarships,
charge to the graduates, alma mater
and recessional.

the President cach speaking for five

Come in and see
Bob for a great
1610G St.
Arcata

8:00

The
Peace and Freedom Club,
which has brought its constitution
before
the
council
on
several

they could not be reached.

According

start after

change is that 18 instead of 17%
units may be requested.
During discussion, Fry brought up

want it.

This time, according to Valencia,
Rau and Maddock were seen behind
one of the women’s dorms yelling at
the residents. After the two again
refused to leave, Valencia called the
Campus Security. This time however,
In the arrest report on the two
students, Valencia said he talked the
situation over with several of the
Resident Advisors, and then decided
to call for outside help. He defended
his action saying, “there would have
been no problem if they (Rau and
Maddock) would have just left when
the Campus Security arrived, but
they persisted in making trouble.”
Valencia
said
his phone
never
stopped ringing from girls calling
asking that something be done about
the disturbance. “We couldn't get
ahold of the Security Police and
when you've got a dorm full of
scared
girls
you
have
to
do
something,” Valencia said.

to

Climber Robbins
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